
Learner Focused



There are many aspects of an educator that foster a learner focused education experience. Included in 

this collection are examples of materials developed, lesson plans, and feedback from students and 

colleagues in professional development sessions.  

 

Culturally Diverse Learners is the result of a $30,000 BC Campus project that involved four faculty from 

Nursing, Business, English and Modern Languages and Tourism. These faculty volunteered to help 

produce a video series that captures some of the challenges for both students and faculty in classes with 

students from many different cultures. Joining the faculty are Theatre and English as a Second Language 

students. None of the scenes is rehearsed. This project was a collaborative effort with Penny Heaslip, 

Kyra Garson and Wesley Eccleston. I am particularly pleased of the 'learning moment' idea to include a 

scene of the students after their experience working on the project. There is a link on the links page.  

 

The email is an example of my commitment to understanding student needs, and sharing with 

colleagues.  

 

English Language Overseas is feedback from visiting teachers from China. This was the first of three 

groups of teachers that I worked with.  

 

Inge was an exchange student who, while her English was very strong, needed support to understand 

the academic expectations at TRU. She was very surprised to know that TRU students are welcome, and 

expected to meet with faculty outside of class time.  

 

Jane Birkbeck enrolled in the TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language) program at TRU. As she was 

coordinator in her faculty, she decided to audit the course. At the end of the course she thanked me and 

said she knew she knew alot before the class, but that she had really learned in this course. I decided to 

ask Jane to expand on that for me as she represents the perspectives of both teacher and learner.  

 

The 2 classroom observations were part of my most recent summative evaluation. They provide an idea 

of class learning outcomes, tasks and activities, classroom management and my relationships with 

students.  

 



Kiyomi is an immigrant, adult learner in mid-career. I was asked if she could join my class at midterm 

time because she was struggling. Perhaps the approach she needed was experiential and supported with 

scaffolding. She managed to go from a D to a C+ in 6 weeks.  

 

Stephanie was an exchange student. This facebook message came as a complete surprise but reinforced 

my need to consider more than the intellectual aspect of students. From both her and Inge's notes to 

me, as well as the completion of my masters research, I shifted my approach to curriculum.  

 

Feedback from faculty development sessions from peers is important to me. I have been given feedback 

forms created by conference committees and also have created my own in order to broaden the 

information I receive from participants' in order to consider my approach in other sessions. These are 

examples of what I have used and indicate what participants enjoyed and could use in their own classes. 
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

hi Emma -

Gerry Hewitt
Ebourassa@tru.ca
06/03/2008 10:40:19 am
Re: spell ing and Saudis

Thanks for the interesting and informative email. This kind of backgrounding is SO helpful.

Gerry

>>> Emma Bourassa 03/06/08 9:04 AM >>>
H i a l l ,
lf you are interested in some cultural learning background for Saudis who have difficulty with spelling, I'm
fonruarding a response that has shed some light on more than that aspect of our Saudi learners.
e

Emma Bourassa
English as a Second or Additional Language/ Teaching English as a Second Language Instructor
ESAL Department
Thompson Rivers University
900 McGil l  Road. P.O. Box 3010
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5N3
(250) 371-5895
fax371-5514
ebourassa@tru.ca

GC: ghewitt@tru.ca



HONGKOU INTERNATIONAL

Final Program Evaluation
Instnrctor: Emma Bourassa (ELO)

Bruce Thompson (Oral)
Bruce Thompson ([WYM)
August 27,2002Date:

A. English Language Overseas (ELO)

l Was the program useful? Why or why not?
Yes, I think it's useful, because our students and we are all ESL learners. We
really need a chance to study with ESL. It's very helpful for improving our
English level.
I think the program was very useful for my future teaching. Emma used a
variety of teaching methodology and she was devoted to teaching.
Yes, I learned how to organize the classroom activities efficiently and my
English level has been improved as well.
The program was useful. I've improved a lot in the easy or more English way
to express my ideas. My accent and pronunciation get a success in some way.
I've got more ideas about western teaching methodology.
Yes, it is helpful in my futrue teaching.
Yes, it was useful, because we learned writing method which is what we lack
most and it broadens our minds in giving lessons using different ways.
I think the program was veryuseful because Emma had shown us so many
kinds of teach methodologies.
The program was veryuseful because from the classes I've taken from Emma
I've known more about western teaching methodology which will help me in
teaching when I'm back in China.
Very useful because we could leam some teaching methods, e.g. How to
stimulate the students'interest in English and some writing skills in English.
They are both very useful in my teaching career in China.
Yes, I can improve my English writing, speaking, listening and reading
quickly.
I think the program was very useful in our work. We have learned a lot from
Emma. She is very sfict with us.
It's useful because Emma did a good job. She taught us how to write different
kinds of articles. It really does good to my writing skills and walm-up games
made all of us feel interesting. I will use wann-up g{lmes in my class.

Was there anything else that you expected to review or learn in this program?
Explain.

Yes, I want to know something about the culture of Canada such as: arts.

2.



I like drama or different classroom activities.
Some content about grammar is a little easy for us.

- I like Emma, she was so precise, and the afinosphere was so active.
- The atmosphere of the lesson is casual and easy. The teacher is well

informative and much dedicated. The form of different activities is varied.
The communication betwee@

- A lot of different activities and the vivid body language of the instructor and
the qgole dth€-daY.

- I like this program very much. I like Emma's classes very much. I think I.
have learned a lot from this program. It will be useful for my English
teaching in the future.

- I think the contents of this program arevery rich and the
clear cut.

- l, does good to my oral English, listening comprehension and writing
skills.

5. Do you have any other comments about the program?
- N o
- It's great!
- N o
- Well organized, smoothly carried out and sufficiently informed.
- The progtam does good to my English.
- We come from different schools if the program is designed

will be more useful.
- Pretty good!
- We have a lot of activities in class. These activities are very interesting and

let us focus on our classes then we have more interest to learn English. Emma
prepares for the classes carefully and in detail. She has many different
i"uihittg methods. I also like thErn. Above all, she is a good teacher. J She
works hard. We all like her and often encourages us.

- It is good enough!
- I hopi the program will be better and better. If chance given, I'11 take part in

the program again.

B. Introduction to western Teaching Methodologies (twTM)

l . Was the program useful? WhY or whY not?
Yes, it's useful. It will benefit my funre teaching.
Yes, useful. Bruce showed us a wide variety of teaching methodologies.
Yes, it enabled us to have some access to the western teaching methodologies
and some new teaching philosophY.
Yes, it gives me a chance to compare the western and the Chinese teaching
methodologies and quite a few of the ideas can be adopted in China.
Yes, it is useful in my teaching.
Yes, it made me get information about westErn teaching methodologies.
The program was useful.
Yes, western teaching methodologies is one aspect of western culture.

J

v

v



- I hope I could study for another two months to learn more from Emma' I

newspaper report' Beside' I'd like to have

ean jot do*o ideas quickly while listening'
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background knowledge
I expected to learn more cultural
history, literanue or arts' 

ced teachers lesson- Yes, iwant to have the chance to observe more expenenl

(ESL lesson) to get information from them'
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explanation for students'
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- I expect to learnTome natural daily Engfsh because it's useful for daily life

and communicating with native people'

How could this Program be imProved?
i Jon't have idea about it; I think its good enough'

This program *u, uf*uJ' very goodl It was weU organized, logical and fun'

It is alreadY good enough.IL lJ aalrv4uJ Evvv 
vuv-D'- '

This program can be improved by having
' orrfhenfic sl

- Add more outdoor activities' e features or

customs in Canada.
- ;ffiiltoo;#fi, if we have much more time to studv.herl f 
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time, I man to lengthen the time of

nces on time to the

:hance to practice writing' speaking'

Make some plans according to our su i{tt
they are fit for ESL students or not'

What did you like about this program?

ln this course, we have a tot of activities, wann-up games; how to write article

like Canadians.
I like thern very much.
Well organized activities.
Good teacher, nice teaching plan, and happy class

atnosphere.
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THOtT,tPSON RlvrnS U N  I V E R S I T Y

SMay 2012

Dear Emma;

Thank you for including me in the list of folks who will be delighted to support your application to
assume the Coordinator position in the TRU Center for Teaching and Learning. Based on my
experiences with you in the roles of facilitator and classroom teacher I know you have both the
knowledge and skill to offer a broad range of teaching and learning opportunities for faculty across
the disciplines.

From my first-hand experience I know you are a highly effective teacher; an organized administrator
with a fine sense of humour; a clear, gentle and generous communicator; and an enorrnously skilled
facilitator. It is my belief that teaching, administrative work and communication all depend on
skillful facilitation that empowers learners to stretch their own skills beyond what they believe to be
their comfort zones. I have watched you do this in the classroom space and in various workshops.

In the Winter 2011 term I audited your Intercultural Communications course, TESL 3030, through
the English as a Second Language department. While I learned much from your significant
intercultural research, slides, exercises, assignments, and mini-lectures, I learned even more from
watching you navigate the divergent learning styles and 'wants' of a course that brought together
ESL learners, ESL teachers, and ESl-interested students. Perhaps best of all was the research you
compiled between classes that allowed you to communicate directly to the varied student learning
goals. All this is what I mean when I highlight skillful facilitation within and outside of the course.

Certainly the most fun and perhaps the best learning I've had in a workshop at TRU was the
International-Eyesing Curriculum course you co-facilitated last May. In a very short time, I learned
so much about intercultural communicatiory program developmen! curriculum design and
development, that I still refer to my workbook and notes as I plan each term's courses. The
workbook will be such a valuable resource for me this fall when I teach SOCW 4520 Education for
Social Change: Gender, Race and Class. I simply cannot thank you enough for your patience,
challenge, knowledge and ability in that setting.

All good wishes that TRU faculty will find you utilising your superb skills in the Centre, allowing
larger groups to go forward in our teaching and learning.

Warm

Birkbeck!' Ja

ssociate Professor, Social Work
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My name is Kiyomi Hayashi. I took Emma's 057 writing class in 2009's fall

semester. I am writing this evaluative letter to tell you why I think Emma is an excellent

teacher. The first reason is, I think Emma feels very responsible for her student's progress.

When her students hand in assignments, they are not covered with red marks that point

out our mistakes when they are returned. Instead, she gave them back with a mark and

general comments that we were to f,rx before we handed them in again. In this way we

were encouraged to rethink things like structure and organization. She always made time

for me when I could not think of how to fix the assignment for myself. Once again she

did not make me feel wrong and gave me hints about how I could fix the assignment

myself. When I emailed her for help, I often received a response on that day, or the next

day. The second reason is, Emma knows which mistakes are more common depending

on the student's original language. By knowing how other languages arrange their

information and which habitual phrases will sound strange in English, she is able to tell

each student which mistakes to watch out for. This keeps us from making the same

mistakes over and over again. One of the biggest problems for any ESL student is how to

decide which word to use when there are many choices of words with similar meanings.

Emma would use gestures to teach us which words expressed the idea more, or less

strongly. By combining a gesture to the words we were taught, we learned the nuance

present in each of the words. As you can see, I believe Emma is an excellent teacher. The

biggest proof for me was that my English skills improved when I took her class.

Kiyomi Hayashi

January-26-2010
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My Questions
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nome accounprofile edit Friends Networks

I rnbox I sent Messages I Notifications

Inbox

I upoates I

Hi there
Between You and Stefan:e Knecht

Stefanie Knecht
2:39pm Dec 12th

Repot Message

I'm actually not sure if you are really the person I hope you
are...Anyway, let's try this,
My Name is Stefanie and I attended an English class at UCC
in '03. The teacher of my English class was a Emma
Bourassa. If u know what I'm writing about keep on ready
otherwise I'm truly sorry I bothered you!

Well, I just wanted to tell you what an amazing teacher you
were! Your way of teaching not only Englisch, but the
Canadian culture too, made my one year stay at Kamloops a
lot easier and of course a great experience! Thank you so
much for that!

May you and your family have wonderfull holidays!

The best wishes all the way from SwiEerland

Stefanie Knecht

PS: please excuse my rusty English

Stephanie, how wondeful to hear from you! Yes, I
remember, and thank you so much for your kind words. It
really means a lot to me1
How have you been? What have you been doing? Where
are you these days? I would love to know what you are up
to,

UCC was granted university status a few years ago, and we
are now Thompson Rivers University. I'm still enjoying
teaching ESL as well as working with teachers from other
countries with teaching ESL, We continue to have students
from around the world which is challenging yet eltremely
rewarding,
I hope you are well.
Happy holidays! And thanks so much for contacting me!
emma

Emma Bourassa
4:47am Dec 13th

http://www.facebook.com/inbox/readmessage.php?t:794403031 1&mboxjos:0 3U01t2008
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Teaching Pract ices Col loquium 2010

Emma Bourassa- Why Quest ion

Do you think you will tr:y either of these activitifA rrr
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comments/Questions 
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Teaching Pract ices Col loquium 2010

Emma Bourassa- Why Quest ion

Do you think you wil l  try either of these activit ies?@ N



Teaching pract ices Col loquium 2O10

Emma Bourassa- Why euest ion

Do you think you wi l l  t ry ei ther of these act iv i

Comments/euestions
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Do you think you will try either of these ac'
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Emma Bourassa- WhY Question a\
Do you think you willtry either of these activitiet? YJ N

Teaching P ractices Colloquium 
2010



Teaching Practices Colloquium 2010

Emma Bourassa- Why Question

Teaching Practices Colloquium 2010

Emma Bourassa- WhY Question 
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Do you think you willtry either of these activities? 
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Comments/Questions
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Teaching Practices Colloquium 2010

Emma Bourassa- WhY Question

Do you think you willtry either of these activitie

Comments/Questions
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4th Annual
TRU Teaching Practices Colloquium

February 18, 2008

Session Evaluation Form
Please comment on the sessions you attended

Name of presenter (or presentation)

What did you find useful in this workshop?
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4th Annual
TRU Teaching Practices Colloquium

February 18,2008

Session Evaluation Form
Please comment on the sessions you attended

A r  / l  . / /
Name of presenter (or presentati oil L: m rn 
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What did you find useful in this workshop?

What suggestions do you have for improving it?

4th Annual
TRU Teaching Practices Colloquium

February 18,2008

Session Evaluation Form
Please comment on the sessions vou a

Name of presenter (or presentation) t
What did you find useful in this
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What suggestions do you have for improving it?

the sessions you attended
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Session Evaluation Form
Please comment on the sessions you attended

Name of presenter (or presentation)
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TRU Teaching Practices Colloquium

February 18,2008

Session Evaluation Form
Please comment on the sessions you attended

Name of presenter (or presentation)

What did you find useful in this workshop?
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What suggestions do you have for improving it?
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